Amerlux opens new showroom in Houston, Texas-based Facility
Houston, TX --- To showcase its product line in the important southwest market and
surrounding areas, Amerlux is opening a new showroom in its Houston, Texas-based
manufacturing and distribution facility. The showroom was created for agents, specifiers,
contractors and end-users to view the most advanced energy efficient lighting solutions for
commercial, supermarket, retail, hospitality, and exterior applications. The showroom is
located at 3450 South Sam Houston Pkwy E., Suite 400, Houston, Texas. The direct phone
number is 1.281.997.5400.
“Our Texas-based facility will now include an expansive lighting showroom that can be used
to demonstrate our latest lighting products for end-users, designers, architects and other
specifiers,” said Amerlux CEO/President Chuck Campagna. “The showroom features a broad
range of our key LED product displays, including Linea, Grüv, Evoke, Hornet, Essenza, Cynch,
Lunetta and Avista.”
The Linea family drives the design scenario seamlessly with streamlined and flexible
architectural LED Linear pendants that provide the freedom to create truly dynamic
spaces. A synthesis of aesthetics, performance and energy efficiency, the Linea family
delivers direct, indirect and wall wash LED lighting.
Prized for classic good looks, performance and flexibility, Grüv recessed linear fixtures have
taken a turn for the edgy. This Bauhaus-influenced family of linear LEDs has expanded by
getting smaller with the ability to climb walls, cross ceilings, and literally go everywhere a
designer wants it to be.
Evoke® provides various wattage options with industry leading cutoff for glare control,
higher lumen deployment and precise delivery of consistent color and beam quality.
Available in round and square apertures with trimmed or trimless styling, Evoke is Amerlux’s
premium grade downlight that is suitable for a broad range of general, accent, task and
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display applications.
Hornet® HP Downlights and Recessed Multiples offer a high performing alternative for
designers. Small and compact, the luminaires deliver the power of CMH fixtures, but surpass
them with enhanced control, instant-on, dimmability and long lifespan. Hornet® HP’s
quality, energy efficient light source provides better maintained and more secure lumens,
with consistent color rendering.
Essenza LED Downlights are designed to deliver the features required for hotel, residential
and high-rise projects. Available with high lumen and CRI LED modules, Essenza offers
downlight, adjustable accent, wall wash, and lensed shower trims that provide designers the
ability to complete any interior scheme. Standard ELV or Triac dimming is available to meet
today’s energy codes.
The versatile Cynch changes the game in hospitality and retail environments, by converting
in an instant, from accent to pendant in the field. Its magnetic connection allows a quick
change with one pull, disconnecting the electrical connection.

Lunetta brings soft, lambertian light distribution at ground level that is perfect for artistically
lining plazas, pedestrian ways, and sidewalks. Lunetta breaks from convention by allowing
both head and post to become illuminated as one while hidden LEDs create a glare-free
gradated look, reinventing the nightscape. A perfect blend of form and function, Lunetta is
beautiful in its simplicity and the visual drama it creates. Two post top options for different
mounting heights, as well as a bollard and wall mount, are offered.
Taking exterior lighting to the next level, Avista is an advanced LED light engine for
retrofitting traditional and post top luminaires, as well as new construction. Unique with a
completely sealed LED optical chamber, the super energy-efficient Avista offers cutting-edge
optics and extraordinary output. Simple to install with adjustable height levels, it allows the
user to position light for maximum performance.
About Amerlux LLC
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Amerlux speaks the language of light for design and construction professionals around the
world by manufacturing a broad array of optically superior, energy efficient lighting
solutions for the retail, supermarket, hospitality, commercial and exterior lighting markets.
Amerlux products and services include track lighting, recessed downlighting and multiples,
pendants, linear fluorescents, and custom lighting systems, as well as support for energy
reduction plans that can be used as a guide to state, city and local utility rebate programs
for maximum energy savings and utility incentives. The company’s domestic and
international clients receive the support of Amerlux’s highly trained specification sales force,
as well as expert service from initial design to on-time delivery made possible by
strategically located manufacturing, warehousing and shipping locations.
Contact:
AMERLUX, LLC
178 Bauer Drive
Oakland, New Jersey 07436
www.amerlux.com
mail@amerlux.com
T 973.882.5010
F 973.882.2605
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